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Abstract

President Ho Chi Minh has mentioned Press officers are also revolutionary soldiers. “Pen,
paper are their sharp weapons” (source: Ho Chi Minh (1996), Complete volume, volume
10, National Political Publishing House, Hanoi).

In our country, in past years, some mistakes took place such as publishing false
information online that cause bad results at some newspapers including Thanh nien
newspaper (thanhnien.vn), Tuoi tre newspaper (tuoitre.vn), etc.

This study still use examples and synthesis, explanation, and inductive approaches, this
study figure out that publishing false news cause anxiety and misunderstanding in public
and society. Then we draw out educational lessons for educating students in universities.
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1. Introduction

First, George (2022) stated Many diverse fields across academia are interested in the fake
news (FN) phenomenon. A multidisciplinary literature review can provide researchers
with new insights, alternative methods, and theories from other fields.

Next, in our country, Information and propaganda work on protecting the ideological
foundation of the Party and fighting against wrong views continued to be enhanced with
various forms and rich information contents. The quantity and quality of columns,
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programs and news articles has increased significantly, many articles and programs have
had good effects in society and are well received by cadres, party members and people.

Then, this paper shows examples of case studies and analysis and discusses how we can
govern this bad behaviors of newspapers by laws or other methods, and therefore, we
conduct this study with the introduction, the research issues, literature review, and
methodology then discussion, conclusion, and suggestions.

2. Literature review

First, The people's character of the revolutionary press according to Ho Chi Minh's
thought is reflected in the following basic points:

First, the purpose of the revolutionary press is to serve the people. Ho Chi Minh always
advised Vietnamese revolutionary journalists: “Our press is not for a few people to see,
but to serve the people, to propagate and explain the Party's and Government's lines and
policies. government, so it must have a mass character and a fighting spirit”.

With Ho Chi Minh, the press was not for a few viewers to see, but to serve the people, to
propagate and explain the Party and Government's line, and to serve the revolutionary
cause. The revolutionary press aims to serve the people, so it must write for the people to
read. Thus, the mass of the people is the main purpose of the revolutionary press. This
also means that what is beneficial to the people, serving the people, the revolutionary
press needs to pay attention and exploit to serve the people. The revolutionary journalist
must first ask himself:

" - For whom do I write?

- What is the purpose of writing?

- Have to ask the question: Writing for whom?

- Write for the vast majority: workers -farmers -soldiers

- Writing for what?

- To educate, explain, promote, critique. To serve the masses”. That is, the purpose of
newspaper writing and journalism must be to write for the masses of the people, to serve
the masses of the people.
(source: Ho Chi Minh: Complete Volume, Volume 7, National Program Publishing
House, H.2002; p. 117)
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Then we summarize related studies as follows:

Table 1 - Previous related studies

Authors Year Content, results
Daud & Zulhuda 2020 False content had caused

confusion and
misunderstanding

Landrum et al 2019 Research also suggests that
some individuals are more
susceptible to incorporating
false information into their
beliefs. Differential
educational backgrounds
and personality traits

Forrestal 2020 Because False news often
masquerades as legitimate
news, and with no effective
means for the traditional
media to play the role of
gatekeeper and lend
credibility to news stories,
FN and legitimate news
stories intermingle and can
be easily mistaken for one
another

Thao Thi Phuong Nguyen et
al

2020 anxiety among public and
motivate them to follow or
believe in the unreliable
information

Vese, D. (2021) 2021 argues that public law
already protects freedom of
expression and ensures its
effectiveness at the
international

George et al 2022

(source: authors synthesis)

3. Methodology and information
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While we use historicalism method, authors also use experience, observations via an
example of a case study and other qualitative methods, including synthesis, explanation,
and inductive approaches.

3. Main findings

4.1 Discuss case study of publishing false news at Tuoi Tre newspaper (tuoitre.vn) in
Vietnam

Disciplinary action against individuals involved in the violations of the Electronic Youth

Newspaper

Disciplinary case of two deputy editors in 2007: From August 14, 2007, two deputy editors

of Tuoi Tre newspaper, Huynh Son Phuoc and Truong Quang Vinh, lost their positions

because they were not reappointed, replacing them as Tuoi Tre Newspaper. two young

cadres of the Ho Chi Minh City Youth Union even though they have no experience in

journalism. This event then caused a reaction from the public and was voiced by former

prime minister Vo Van Kiet. This is not the first time Tuoi Tre newspaper has been

changed. The Editorial Board, Vu Kim Hanh and Le Van Nur are two former Tuoi Tre

editors who have also been removed from their positions and pushed out of the journalism

industry. Public opinion also believes that the Ho Chi Minh City Youth Union has arranged

two members to take the place of Huynh Son Phuoc and Truong Quang Vinh in order to

find a way to shape and bring Tuoi Tre back into the discipline of the local mass media,

and not must be the first time the City Youth Union. HCM sent people to take over the

editorial apparatus.

Mass disciplinary case related to reporting on PMU18: The next case was that two

journalists Nguyen Van Hai (Tuoi Tre Newspaper) and Nguyen Viet Chien (Thanh Nien

Newspaper) were arrested and detained at the headquarters of the security agency.

investigation, the Ministry of Public Security on May 12, 2008 because of issues related to

the reporting of the PMU18 case. Mr. Hai was then released immediately after trial and

admitted to making many mistakes in the course of his career.
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Regarding this incident, on August 1, the Ministry of Information and Communications

decided to revoke the press card of seven people working at four different newspapers, of

which two were Tuoi Tre newspaper. The card revoked are Mr. Bui Van Thanh

(pseudonym is Bui Thanh), Deputy Editor-in-Chief and Mr. Duong Duc Da Trang, Head of

Representative Office in Hanoi, who directly wrote, edited, approved and posted the news.

articles on the PMU 18 case, which contained seriously false information.[12][13] Mr.

Thanh is a staunch opponent of legal moves related to the newspaper and openly opposes

when he designed and printed a poster with Nguyen Van Hai's picture, pasted it in front of

the editorial office. office and turn into avatars on other blogs and websites; and encourage

people to do this together.

(source: https://vi.wikipedia.org/wiki/, access date 26/2/2022)

Beside, Tuoi Tre Newspaper, issued on October 16, 2018 said that recently, the Standing

Board of Ho Chi Minh City Youth Union has announced the conclusion of disciplinary

action against the individuals involved in the violations of the Tuoi Tre newspaper.

(source: https://toquoc.vn/xu-ly-ky-luat-cac-ca-nhan-lien-quan-sai-pham-cua-bao-tuoi-tre-

dien-tu-20181016085010478.htm, access date 25/2/2022)

4.2 Ho Chi Minh and ideas for newspapers activities and educational lessons for students

In 1920, at the Congress of the French Socialist Party held in Tua, he pointed out the
reality in Vietnam under French colonial rule: "We do not have the right to press freedom
and freedom of speech, not even the right to freedom of speech. freedom of assembly and
association is also absent” (source: Ho Chi Minh: Complete Volume, Publishing House.
National Politics Truth, Hanoi, 2011, Vol. 1, p. 34 - 35)
He resolutely fought for the freedom of the press in the country. According to him, the
legitimacy of the press lies in exposing, preventing and wiping out negatives, bad things
and harmful things to the Fatherland, nation and people; the press must become "our
weapon that the enemy hates the most". He advised journalists: "Your pen is also a sharp
weapon in the cause of supporting exorcism"(source: Ho Chi Minh: Complete Volume,
Phone number, Vol. 5, p. 157). Ho Chi Minh's opinion on press freedom is also reflected
in his journalistic practice and journalistic career - a journalist whose only and true goal
is to serve the revolution. serving the nation, serving the Party, serving the people.
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Freedom of the press is closely related to freedom of thought, and the ultimate goal of
freedom of thought is submission to the truth. To freely go against the truth means that
you have been dragged and bound by evil, evil, and anti-truth. In "Speech to the 1st class
political studies class, People's University of Vietnam" (July 21, 1956), President Ho Chi
Minh emphasized: "Our regime is a democracy, a democratic regime, thought to be free.
What is freedom? On all issues, people are free to express their opinions, contributing to
finding the truth. It is a right but also an obligation of everyone. When people have
expressed their opinions and have found the truth, then the right to freedom of thought
becomes the freedom to submit to the truth”. He pointed out: “Truth is something that is
beneficial to the Fatherland, to the people. What is contrary to the interests of the
Fatherland and the people is not the truth. To strive to serve the Fatherland, to serve the
people - that is, to submit to the truth". (source: https://www.tapchicongsan.org.vn/,
access date/26/2/2022).
Obviously, the truth that the press must aim for in order to gain genuine freedom is to
bring benefits to the Fatherland, the people and fight against things that are harmful to the
interests of the Party, the State and the people. ethnic. His point of view is inherited from
the point of view of Lenin, the press is really a class combat weapon, a propaganda
agency, involved in organizing and promoting social development. meetings by their own
debates, explanations, presentations and criticisms.
(source: Ha Minh Duc: Ho Chi Minh Press and Selection, Publishing House. National
politics Truth, Hanoi, 2017, p. 21)

5. Discussion and conclusion

The masses are an endless source of inspiration for the revolutionary press. If the masses
of the people are considered as the main object and the service target of the revolutionary
press, their diligence, creativity, initiative, genuine aspirations, good deeds, and good
living examples should be considered. , etc. of the masses is always an endless source of
inspiration for the creativity of revolutionary journalists.

The topics of the revolutionary press must ultimately derive from the people's own life,
practice, production, combat, and learning. Therefore, the revolutionary press must praise
the beauty, truth, goodness and beauty in the people, from the people, and replicate those
examples for the people to know, and the people to follow and follow. At the same time,
the revolutionary press must resolutely struggle with the bad, the unbeautiful, the unkind,
the things that go against the fine traditions, customs, national culture, and the interests of
the masses. The revolutionary press must guide, suggest and introduce new ways of
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doing things, but are exemplary examples of production, good labor, benevolent and
selfless examples willing to help others, etc., so that all people Everyone knows, learns,
and replicates. The revolutionary press must also know how to arouse national pride,
aspiration, vision, Vietnamese cultural value system, and Vietnamese people's value
system.
(source: https://tuyengiao.vn/theo-guong-bac/tu-tuong-ho-chi-minh-ve-tinh-nhan-dan-
cua-nen-bao-chi-cach-mang-127576, access date 26/2/2022)
President Ho Chi Minh taught: Press officers are also revolutionary soldiers. “Pen, paper
are their sharp weapons” (source: Ho Chi Minh (1996), Complete volume, volume 10,
National Political Publishing House, Hanoi). In order to fulfill their glorious duties, press
cadres need to cultivate revolutionary morality and strive to cultivate ideology,
professionalism and culture; focus on studying politics in order to master the guidelines
and policies of the Party and Government, go deep into reality and deeply into the
working masses.
Mastering Ho Chi Minh's thought on the press is also mastering the sense of socio-
political responsibility of the press. Journalism is essentially politics. The journalist's
professional consciousness is primarily political. It is the consciousness of a
revolutionary political stance, the attitude of protecting the regime, protecting the nation,
protecting the class, and resolutely resisting the destruction of the enemy. Those are the
root bases for each journalist to rise above self-interested calculations and devote
wholeheartedly and with all his might to the revolutionary cause.

Studying Ho Chi Minh's thought on revolutionary journalism, each journalist needs to
master and imbue his revolutionary journalistic thought, and apply it creatively to his or
her professional activities. In the current conditions, in order to be worthy of being a
shock soldier on the ideological and cultural front of the Party, and to fulfill social
responsibilities and civic obligations well, journalists must build a strong political stance.
gold, constantly learning and practicing to improve journalism qualifications and skills,
maintaining the purity of professional ethics.
(source: http://www.xaydungdang.org.vn/Home/tutuonghochiminh/, access date
26/2/2022)

Future research directions
This research paper helps further future research to enhance educating students in
journalism major
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